Surgical management of intermittent exotropia with high AC/A ratio.
A subgroup of patients with intermittent exotropia have a high AC/A ratio, which places them at risk for esotropia at near after surgical treatment of their distance deviation. A retrospective review of six patients with intermittent exotropia and a high AC/A ratio who were simultaneously treated with lateral rectus recessions to fully correct their exotropia at distance and placement of posterior fixation sutures on both medial rectus muscles in hopes of preventing an esotropia at near after surgery. Despite the persistence of a high postoperative AC/A ratio as assessed by the gradient method, five of six patients achieved stable postoperative alignment at distance and near without bifocals. One patient required postoperative bifocal correction for intermittent esotropia at near. In patients with intermittent exotropia and a high AC/A ratio, posterior fixation of the medial rectus muscles at the time of lateral rectus recessions enables the surgeon to fully correct the distance deviation and minimizes the risk of postoperative esotropia at near.